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E. M. CIORAN 

The Ambiguity of Fame 

IF WE ALL CONFESSED OUR MOST SECRET DESIRE, the desire behind 
all our schemes and all our acts, we would say: "I want to be 
praised." But no one could bring himself to that, since it is less 
disgraceful to commit a loathesome act than to divulge so pitiful 
and humiliating a weakness, deriving from a sense of isolation and 
insecurity suffered with equal intensity by the lucky and the un- 
lucky alike. No one is sure of what he is, or of what he does. 
Aware as we may be of our own merits, we are eaten by anxiety 
and to overcome it we ask only to be deceived, to be approved of 
by no matter whom, for no matter what. An observer can always 
detect an imploring look in the eye of anyone who has just finished 
any venture or work, or who sets out to do anything at all. The 
weakness is universal; and if God seems exempt, it is because, 
once Creation was a fact, He could not exact praise from His wit- 
nesses since there were none, but He did bestow praise upon Him- 
self, to be sure, and at the end of each dayl 

Just as everyone pushes to get ahead of others and make a name 
for himself, man in the beginning must have been driven by a 
vague impulse to surpass the animals, to assert himself at their ex- 
pense, to shine, whatever the cost. Once his vital economy was up- 
set and so became the source of his ambition if not his energy, he 
was thrown into competition with all living things-even with 
himself-by his folly for outstripping others, which, as it wors- 
ened, became his distinguishing mark. In the state of nature, 
he alone wished to be important, he alone among the animals de- 
tested anonymity and did his utmost to escape it. To push himself 
forward: such was, and such remains his dream. It is hard to be- 
lieve that he would have sacrificed Paradise out of the simple de- 
sire to know good and evil; but on the other hand, we can per- 
fectly well imagine him risking everything to be somebody. Let us 
rewrite Genesis: if man squandered his initial happiness, it was 
not so much from a taste for knowledge as a thirst for fame. Once 
he had felt its lure, he went over to the side of the Devil. And it is 
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really diabolic, both in principle and in its manifestations. Be- 
cause of it, the most gifted of the angels wound up as an adven- 
turer, and more than one saint as a clown. One who has known 
fame or even come near it can never turn away; he will stop at 
nothing however low or vile to keep within its aura. When he can- 
not save his soul, he hopes to save at least his name. Would man, 
the usurper, have succeeded in his ambition to make a privileged 
place for himself in the universe without the will to have himself 
talked about, without the obsession, the mania for making a big 
splash? If such a mania took hold of any animal, no matter how 
"backward," that animal would burn up the road and overtake 
man. 

What would happen if your desire for glory disappeared? With 
it would go all the torments that goad you, that drive you to pro- 
duce, realize your ambitions, go beyond yourself. Once rid of 
them, you would be satisfied with what you are and withdraw be- 
hind your own frontiers, having conquered and abolished the will 
to be supreme and out of bounds. Once freed from the domina- 
tion of the Serpent, you would bear no trace of the ancient tempta- 
tion, the stigma distinguishing you from the other creatures. But 
would you still be man? At the very most, you would be a con- 
scious plant. 

By likening God to pure mind, the theologians revealed that 
they had no sense of the process of creation, of doing in general. 
The mind in itself is not fitted to produce; it conceives projects, 
but to carry them out it must call on an impure energy to set them 
in motion. It is the mind, not the flesh, that is weak; it becomes 
strong only when stimulated by a dubious thirst, by some repre- 
hensible impulse. The more suspect the passion, the more it keeps 
the one under its spell from producing empty and meaningless 
works. Instead of blaming a mind dominated by cupidity, jealousy, 
or vanity, we ought to praise it. What would it be without them? 
Almost nothing, which is to say, it would be pure mind or, more 
precisely, angelic mind; for by definition angels are sterile and in- 
effectual, like the light in which they vegetate, the light that be- 
gets nothing, deprived as it is of the dark, subterranean principle 
residing in all forms of life. God seems far better endowed, since 
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He has His element of darkness: without its dynamic imperfec- 
tion, He would have remained in a state of paralysis or vacancy, 
incapable of playing the r61le we know. To it He owes everything, 
including His Being. Nothing fruitful and true is either com- 
pletely luminous or completely honorable. To say of a poet's 
weaknesses that they are a "blot on his genius" is to misunder- 
stand the mainspring and the secret, if not of his talent, then 
surely of his "yield." Anything we do, at however high a level, 
comes out of the immediate and carries its mark: no one creates 
either in the absolute or in the void. If we could escape the human 
universe we are trapped in, why would we produce at all and for 
whom? The more interested we become in man, the less men in- 
terest us; however, it is because of them and the opinion they 
form of us that we bestir ourselves-proof of the incredible hold 
that flattery has on all minds, the refined and unrefined alike. It is 
a mistake to imagine that the recluse is unaffected by it; he is 
more susceptible than one might think, because, not often being 
subjected to its charm and its poison, he does not know how to 
defend himself against it. However indifferent he may be to most 
things, he is not indifferent to praise. Since he does not receive 
much, he is unaccustomed to it; just let the occasion arise when it 
is lavished on him and he will drink it in with a childish and sick- 
ening avidity. He may be well versed in a number of subjects, but 
he is a novice in this. Still, let us say in his defense that all praise 
is physically exciting and produces a delightful shiver that can be 
suppressed or mastered only by the discipline, the self-control ac- 
quired by long experience in society, by frequenting the clever 
and the two-faced. To tell the truth, nothing-neither suspicion 
nor contempt-immunizes us against the effects of flattery: even 
though we distrust or think poorly of someone, we will pay atten- 
tion at least to the favorable judgments he is willing to make of 
us, and if they are lyrical and exaggerated enough to seem spon- 
taneous and uncalculating, we will even change our opinion of 
him. Everybody appears to be satisfied with himself, but in re- 
ality, nobody is. Must we then, out of charity, flatter our friends 
and enemies and all mortals without exception, and say "amen" to 
all their foolishness? Self-doubt worked on human beings to such 
a point that they invented love as a remedy, a tacit pact between 
two unfortunates to overestimate and praise each other shame- 
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lessly. Aside from the mad, no one is indifferent to praise or 
blame; so long as we are somewhat normal, we are susceptible to 
the one and the other; if we become immune to them, what is 
there left to seek among our fellow men? Unquestionably, it is 
humiliating to react in the way they do; on the other hand, it is 
hard to rise above all the miseries besetting and weighing them 
down. Being man is no solution; ceasing to be man is no solution 
either. 

The slightest distance we put between ourselves and the hu- 
man world disturbs our will to realize ourselves, to surpass and 
crush others. The angel's misfortune is that he did not have to 
exert himself to enter glory; he was born there, he is in his own 
element, consubstantial with it. After that, what could he possibly 
hope for? He lacks even the resource of creating desires for him- 
self. If producing and existing are identical, then there could 
scarcely be a more unreal and desolate condition than his. 

Detachment is not without its risk. As we tend toward it, we 
forsake a proportionate part of ourselves; we run counter to our 
ambitions and inclinations, or sabotage them, rather, without 
really conquering them. To play at wisdom when we are not pre- 
destined to it is dangerous: we lose more than one enriching fault 
necessary to the completion of a creative work. To slough off old 
Adam is to deprive ourselves of both our resources and our means, 
and to plunge of our own free will into the impasse of purity. 
Without the accumulation of our past, our filth, our corruption- 
recent as well as original-our minds would come to a standstill. 
Woe unto him who does not sacrifice his salvationl 

Since everything important, great, and extraordinary that is 
done emanates from the desire for fame, what happens when it 
weakens or dies out and we are ashamed that we wanted to count 
in others' eyes? To understand how we might come to such a pass, 
let us recall those moments when our instincts are completely 
dormant. We are still alive, but that scarcely matters to us; it is a 
fact bereft of all interest; truth and falsehood are nothing but 
words, one as good as the other, equally meaningless. What is real, 
what is not real: how can we know since we have passed beyond 
the stage of distinguishing the illusory from the real, of bothering 
to categorize appearances. Our needs and desires are parallel to 
us, and our dreams are dreamed by someone else in us. Even our 
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fears are no longer ours. Not that they diminish. They increase, 
rather, but they do not concern us; they draw on their own re- 
sources; they are free and lordly and lead an autonomous life: we 
serve only as support, dwelling-place, address; we give them lodg- 
ing: and that is strictly all. Our fears live apart, develop and 
spread, playing their usual tricks without consulting us. But we 
do not care in the least. We let them have their own way, bother- 
ing them as little as they bother us, and in our impassive and un- 
deceived condition, we watch the spectacle they provide for us. 

Just as we can imagine at will the opposite direction from the 
one life has taken and re-trace the species, we can also follow his- 
tory back to its beginnings and even beyond. That is a necessary 
process to those who break away from the tyranny of opinion and 
no longer belong to our epoch. The wish to be respected may be 
excused in certain cases; but when there is nobody we want to im- 
press, why exhaust ourselves to be somebody, or in fact even to 
be? 

After once hoping that our name would be engraved around 
the sun, we then go to the opposite extreme and vow that it shall 
be totally obliterated and disappear forever. If our impatience to 
assert ourselves knew no limit, our impatience to efface ourselves 
knows none either. In pushing to heroic lengths our will to abdi- 
cate, we use all our energy to increase our obscurity and destroy 
the slightest trace of our passage on earth, even the dimmest mem- 
ory of our life. We hate anyone who becomes attached to us, who 
depends on us or wants anything of us. The only concession we 
can still make to others is to disappoint them. In any case, they 
would never understand our desire to escape the overworking of the 
ego, our desire to stay on the threshold of consciousness without 
entering, to take cover in the deepest primordial silence, in word- 
less beatitude, the gentle stupor in which Creation lay before the 
fracas of the Word. Our need to hide, to quit the light, to be the 
least in everything, our transports of modesty in which we so far 
outdo the moles as to make them seem ostentatious, our nostalgia 
for the unborn and the unnamed-all these are ways of undoing 
the accomplishments of evolution so that, by a backward leap, we 
may repossess the instant that preceded the commotion of Becom- 

ing. 
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When we have exalted the idea of self-effacement and look with 
contempt on the words of the least self-effaced of modern men: 
"All my life I have sacrificed tranquillity, self-interest, and happi- 
ness to my destiny,"-it is not without a certain satisfaction that 
we imagine the contrary, the desperation of the disillusioned who, 
to leave no trace behind, bends all efforts toward a sole end: the 
suppression of his identity, the evaporation of his ego. His wish to 
pass unperceived is so vehement that he makes a system, a di- 
vinity, of Insignificance and kneels before it. No longer to exist for 
anybody, to live as if he had never lived, to blot out events, to re- 
fuse to profit by time and place, to unsubjugate himself forever! 
To be free is to emancipate yourself from the quest of a destiny, 
refusing to join with either the saved or the damned; to be free 
is the practice of being nothing. 

He who has given all that he can is a more painful spectacle 
than one who has not been able, nor even wished, to draw atten- 
tion to himself and has died with all his real or supposed talents 
intact, with all his capacities unexploited and his merits unrecog- 
nized: our imaginations are stimulated by the many versions his 
career could have had, which is to say, he still lives; but the other, 
since he is fixed, finished, and hideous in his success, evokes a 
corpse. In all realms, those who interest us are the ones who, out 
of weakness or scruple, put off indefinitely the moment of resolv- 
ing to excel. Their advantage over the others is in understanding 
that man does not realize himself with impunity, that he must pay 
for every act he adds to the pure fact of living. Nature abhors the 
talents we have acquired at her expense, she abhors even those 
she has meted out and that we have cultivated excessively; she 
punishes zeal-that road to perdition-and warns us that it is al- 
ways to our own detriment that we drive ourselves to excel. Is 
there anything more harmful than a superabundance of good 
qualities, a congestion of merits? Let us hang on to our deficien- 
cies and not forget that we can be more easily destroyed by an 
excess of virtue than of vice. 

What presumption and what strength to believe that we are 
known by God, to seek His complicity and His adulation, to de- 
spise all approbation except His! There is nothing like religion 
for satisfying to the full our good as well as our bad tendencies. 
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Which attains the greater glory, the man to whom no "kingdom 
on earth" is closed, or the outcast who has nothing but his faith? 
We cannot weigh the idea that God deigns to have of us against 
that of our fellow men. Without the desire to be appreciated in 
heaven, without the certainty of enjoying a kind of renown up 
above, there would be no prayer. The mortal who has prayed sin- 
cerely, be it only for once in his life, has tasted the supreme form 
of glory. What other accomplishment could he hope for after 
that? He could only rest tranquilly until the end of his days, with 
the summit of his career scaled and his mission here below ful- 
filled. 

The privilege of being known to God may not seem enough to 
some. At least, such was the opinion of our first ancestor who 
wearied of passive celebrity. He took it into his head to impress 
the creatures, and even the Creator Himself whose omniscience 
he envied less than His pomp, His showy side, His glitter. Incon- 
solable for having to play a role of second importance, he plunged 
headlong, out of spite and a taste for histrionics, into a series of 
exhausting performances, into history-not so much to supplant 
the Divinity as to dazzle Him. 

If we would burrow deeper into the knowledge of ourselves, 
no one can help us so much as the braggart. He conducts himself 
in the way we would if some vestige of timidity and modesty did 
not remain to us. He says aloud what he thinks of himself, pro- 
claiming his own merits, while our timidity condemns us either 
to murmur or keep silent about ours. When we hear him go on 
ecstatically hour after hour about his exploits, we shudder at the 
thought that it would take very little for everyone to do the same. 

Since he prefers himself to the universe openly, and not secretly 
as we others do, he has no reason to play the game of being mis- 
understood or rejected. And since no one else will bother about 
what he is and is worth, he attends to this himself. There are no 
restrictions, no subtleties, no modifications in his judgments of 
himself. He is satisfied to overflowing; he has found what all pur- 
sue and few find. 

But pity the man who dares not vaunt his own talents and ad- 
vantages! He loathes all who do not value them, and loathes him- 
self for not being able to exalt, or at least exhibit them. What a 
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deliverance it would be for the mind if boasting was considered 
the thing to do, was not only tolerated but obligatoryl Psychiatry 
would no longer have a function if we felt free to divulge our 
high opinion of ourselves, or if we always had somebody at hand 
to flatter us. But however happy the braggart, his happiness is not 
without flaw; he cannot always find someone to listen; and as for 
what he must go through when reduced to silence-it is better 
not to think about it. 

Full of ourselves as we may be, we live in an anxious bitterness 
that we could escape only if the stones themselves took pity and 
flattered us fulsomely. But since they are stubbornly mute, all we 
can do is to flounder in our own torment and feed on our own bile. 

If more and more we pant after fame, it is because we have 
substituted it for the belief in immortality. The disappearance of 
a chimera as deeply rooted as it is justifiable necessarily leaves the 
mind in confusion and in a state of frenetic suspension. No one 
can do without a semblance of immortality, and still less can we 
keep from seeking it everywhere, in any kind of reputation, be- 
ginning with the literary. Ever since we began to see death as an 
absolute end, everybody writes. From this stems the idolatry of 
success and, as a consequence, subservience to the public, a power 
both pernicious and blind, the curse of the century, a vile version 
of Fate. 

Fame might have some meaning against a background of eter- 
nity, but it no longer has any at all in a world that is governed by 
time and where, by a further misfortune, even time itself is 
threatened. The universal futility which so affected the ancients, 
we accept as an obvious fact that neither surprises nor afflicts us, 
and we cling with joyous hearts to the certainties of a precarious 
and worthless fame. Let us add that man might have had some in- 
terest in being somebody in those epochs when he was a rarity, 
but that no longer holds now that he is devaluated. Why should 
we bother about anybody's respect on a planet invaded by flesh, 
when the idea of a neighbor is empty of all content, and we can- 
not love mankind either in the mass or in detail? To have no 
higher wish than to stand apart from them is already a symptom 
of spiritual death. The horror of fame comes from a horror of 
men: men are all alike, their very numbers justify our aversion to 
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them. The time is not far off when we will have to be in a state of 
grace to be capable, not of loving-that would be impossible-but 
simply of enduring the sight of them. In those times when plagues 
providentially cleaned up cities, the individual in his capacity of 
survivor justly inspired some respect: he was still a being. Now 
there are no more beings; there is nothing but a swarm of mori- 
bund people tainted with longevity and all the more hateful for 
knowing so well how to manage their dying. We would prefer any 
animal to them, if only because they hunt down the animals, 
spoiling and profaning a landscape once ennobled by the presence 
of beasts. Paradise is an absence of human beings. The more we 
think about Adam's act, the less we can excuse it: he was sur- 
rounded by animals. What more could he have wanted? and how 
could he have failed to value the happiness of not having to con- 
front at every instant the ignoble curse written on our faces? 
Since serenity is not even conceivable until our race disappears, 
let us in the meantime stop martyrizing ourselves over nothing 
and turn toward the part of us over which no one has a hold. Our 
view of things changes when, faced with our own inner solitude, 
we discover that there is no reality except in our own depths and 
that everything else is a snare and delusion. Can anything that he 
does not have already be given to the one who knows this truth, 
and can anything that will sadden or humiliate him be taken 
away? There is no freedom unless we triumph over shame and the 
fear of shame. If the conqueror of appearances is really never to 
give in to them again, he must rise not only above honors, but 
above honor itself. With complete disregard for the contempt of 
his fellow beings, he could then display in their midst the pride of 
a discredited god.... 

How comforting it is to believe ourselves beyond praise or 
blame, no longer to care whether we cut a fine or a sorry figurel A 
strange comfort punctuated with moments of oppression, a de- 
liverance coupled with anxiety. 

No matter how far advanced we are in our apprenticeship to 
detachment, we are unable none the less to say exactly where we 
stand with the desire for fame: do we still want it or are we com- 
pletely indifferent to it? Most probably we have only buried it and 
it continues to torment us without our knowing it. We rise above 
it only in moments of supreme dejection when neither the living 
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nor the dead would recognize themselves in us. Otherwise, our 
lives are less simple, for in so far as we desire at all, we implicitly 
desire fame. Even if we have no illusions left, we still desire it, 
since the appetite for it survives when we have lost all the others. 
One who has had a full taste of it, has really soaked in it, can 
never give it up, and unless he always has it he will succumb to 
bitterness, insolence, torpor. The more evident our deficiencies 
become, the more clear-cut and attractive it is; our emptiness 
calls to it and if it does not respond, we accept the ersatz: noto- 
riety. In the same measure that we aspire to it, we flounder in the 
insoluble: we hope to vanquish time by means of time, to endure 
in the ephemeral, to reach the indestructible through history, and 
most ridiculous of all, we want to be applauded by the very people 
we despise. It is our misfortune to have found as a remedy for the 
loss of eternity only this delusion, this pathetic obsession from 
which we can free ourselves only by rooting ourselves in Being. 
But who can take root in Being since we are men only because we 
cannot? 

To believe in history is to covet the possible, to postulate the 
qualitative superiority of the imminent over the immediate, to 
imagine that Becoming is in itself rich enough to render eternity 
superfluous. But let man cease to believe in history and no event 
will have the slightest significance. He will then be concerned 
only with the two ends of Time, but less with its beginning than 
its end, its consummation, in what will come afterward, when the 
thirst for glory abates and along with it all the other appetites; 
when, freed from the force that drove him on, and relieved of his 
adventure, he will see opening out before him an era without 
desire. 

If it is forbidden us to recover our original innocence, we can, 
on the other hand, imagine another and try to arrive at it through 
a knowledge stripped of perversity, cleansed of its faults, deep- 
ened, purified. Such a transformation would amount to the con- 
quest of a second innocence which would have the advantage over 
the first, since it came about after milleniums of doubt and lu- 
cidity, of no longer being a prey to the now threadbare glamor of 
the Serpent. Once Knowledge and the Fall were disjoined, the act 
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of knowing would flatter nobody's vanity, nor would the inevi- 
tably pushing imprudence of our minds give us demonic pleasure. 
We would conduct ourselves as if we had violated no mystery and 
we would view our own exploits of whatever sort with detach- 
ment, if not contempt. This would mean no more and no less than 
beginning Knowledge all over again, that is, constructing another 
history disencumbered of the ancient curse, and one in which we 
might be allowed to find again the mark of divinity we carried be- 
fore the break with the rest of creation. We cannot live with the 
sense of total guilt, with this stamp of infamy on all our under- 
takings. Since it is our corruption that causes us to go beyond our- 
selves, that makes us efficacious and fruitful, our urge to produce 
betrays and indicts us. If our works testify against us, is it not be- 
cause they derive from the need to camouflage our Fall, our need 
to deceive others and, even more, ourselves? Doing is tainted with 
an original sin from which Being seems exempt. And since all 
that we do proceeds from our loss of innocence, it is only by re- 
pudiating our acts and loathing ourselves that we can be re- 
deemed. 

[Translated by Marthiel Mathews] 
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